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1 INTRODUCTION

We identify the dimensions of ‘good research’ practices related to research ethics, transparency, and openness, and 
operationalize them into criteria that are measurable in published HCI materials. We identified practices related to 
research ethics, openness, research transparency, and reporting transparency. Accordingly, we defined 4 0  specific 
criteria across these practices.

These criteria are explained in Tables 1–6. Each criterion has a code name (e.g., irb). In our assessment process, we 
checked papers for relevant criteria and, when included, their supplementary materials also. To identify the existence 
of a criterion in a paper, we used keyword matching to highlight candidate sentences. Given that different terms might 
have different meanings based on a specific context, we carefully checked the paragraphs that contained those sentences. 
For others, we thoroughly inspect their supplementary materials to check whether a given material is shared. Finally,
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Table 1. Criteria definition for research ethics

code, criterion

[Justification]
Filtering keyword

examples

Inspection notes Subset
†

irb Did the study receive approval
from an institutional review board?
[28, section 15.3.3]

IRB, institutional review
board, ethical approval — —

consent (reported)

Was written consent
obtained from study participants?
[28, section 15.3.4]

consent, consent form,
sign

Checking papers for the
report of consent collection

Papers
with human
participants

consent (form shared)

Do supplementary materials
include the consent form?
[28, section 15.3.4]

consent, consent form,
sign

Checking supplementary
materials for a shared
consent form

Papers
with human
participants

study-compensation Was
participants’ compensation
explained in the paper?
[28, section 15.2.3]

paid, compensated,
USD

Checking the type
and amount of
compensation

Papers
with human
participants

anon Was any data
anonymization used?
[48, section 1]

pseudonymized,
k-anonymity, identity — —

face-photo Are the facial photos
in the paper shared with consent,
or if not, are the participants’
privacy protected?
[10, 39]

permission, consent Checking the figures
with participant face/body

Papers with
participant’s
photo

vulnerableWere any ethical
measures taken to support
vulnerable participants?
[35, Ten Lessons][45]

minority, impairment,
immigrants

Inspect methodology if
any measure were
taken and described
at all

Papers with
vulnerable
participants

animalWere any ethical
measures taken to
support animals?
[16, Item 14]

animal computer
interaction,
pet, dog

Inspect methodology if
any measure were
taken and described
at all

Papers
with animal
participants

†A blank cell indicates that the criterion is applicable to all empirical studies.

not all criteria are relevant for all papers. Therefore, denominator subsets for each criterion filter the papers based on
their relevance. For instance, we only reviewed qualitative and mixed-methods papers and disregarded quantitative
studies for criteria related to qualitative studies (e.g., sharing an interview guide). The spreadsheet version of the criteria
is provided in Sup. 4 to allow researchers to sort the list according to criteria category (i.e., to use from the reviewers’
perspective) or research phase (i.e., to use from the authors’ perspective). The full list keywords is provided in Sup. 5.

2 PRACTICES RELATED TO RESEARCH ETHICS

National laws, state laws, and institutional regulations often form the basis for ethical guidelines. Also, different science
communities can have domain-specific codes of ethics such as ACM Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct and IEEE
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Code of Ethics. These regulations support researchers in respecting participants’ dignity and privacy, protecting them
against mental or physical health risks. We identified seven criteria for research ethics including four categories of
general practices, privacy-related practices, specific practices for vulnerable populations, and ethics for animals. The
outline summary of practices related to research ethics is presented in Table 1.

2.1 General Practices for Research Ethics

Acquiring ethical approval (irb) before conducting studies with participants is a necessary step for researchers as it
ensures safeguarding the participants [38][28, section 15.3.3]. Researchers in their ethics submission should anticipate
potential risks (e.g., discrimination, disclosure of private information, power imbalance) and note countermeasures
to avoid such ethical issues [25, 36]. Nowadays, receiving ethical approval is required by ethics committees in many
universities and research institutes.

It is necessary to collect participants’ consent for participating in the study before conducting them (consent) [28,
section 15.3.4]. Such consent should inform participants about the study’s goal, possible risks and benefits, the measure
for protecting participants’ data, and their rights during and after the experiment (e.g., to withdraw from the experiment
and request for deletion of the data). The consent should be explicit and without any pressure (e.g., power imbalance,
colleague pressure), and ideally should be written than verbal.

From an ethical point of view, it is vital to compensate participants for the amount of time and effort they dedicated
to the experiments (study-compensation) [28, section 15.2.3]. Participants should either receive monetary benefits
such as cash/bank payments, gift cards, and lotteries or immediate benefits from the study. Immediate benefits can
include education through attending a workshop or getting privileged use of particular services that help them improve
their well-being. Being transparent about incentives is also crucial from a replicability point of view as its amount and
type can be important factors for replication studies [32].

2.2 Privacy

All types of data including participants’ personal data (e.g., demographics and characteristics) and experimental data
should be kept secure and anonymized to protect participants’ privacy (anon) [48, section 1]. Different practices can be
applied to data such as pseudonymization [1, 30] or ensuring k-anonymity [49]. In the papers, we searched for evidence
of whether any anonymization techniques were applied.

Sharing facial photos without consent could incur harm to people present in the photos [10]. Given the user-centric
nature of HCI research, it is custom to use participants’ photos as figures in the papers to depict how they interacted
with specific technology or what the experimental setup was. In such cases, asking for participants’ permission before
using their faces in the photos is necessary. In our reviews, we checked if the authors declared consent collection before
sharing photos in the paper (face-photo). Avoidance of violating photo privacy is possible through obfuscation (e.g.,
blurring or masking) [20], or by using photos that does not fully show the face of participants (e.g., photos with a VR
headset on the eyes) [1].

2.3 Research Ethics with Vulnerable Populations
Vulnerable populations are people who are more at risk of being harmed and unable to protect their interests, such as
racial and ethnic minorities, gender specific minorities, and those with chronic health conditions and severe mental
illnesses. Researchers must be particularly cautious when working with these groups [35, 45]. Such participants should
be informed, educated, and protected from risks and damages. They might need to be accompanied by health care
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Table 2. Criteria definition for practices related to openness

code, criterion

[Justification]

Location(s) to

Inspect
∗

Filtering keyword

examples

Inspection notes Subset
†

paywall-acmdl Is the paper
in ACM DL available as
open access?
[4]

ACM DL
website —

Checking the label above the
paper’s title on the ACM DL
page pointed by the DOI.

—

free-pdf-extern Is the paper
PDF available on external
platforms other than ACM DL?
[22]

Google Scholar —
Searching for links of the paper’s
PDF in Google Scholar (except the
main ACM DL link)

—

extra Are any research
artifacts beyond the paper
provided anywhere?
[44]

Paper, ACM DL
website, external
websites linked
from the
paper

Open Science
Framework,
GitHub,
supplementary

(1) Checking the paper page (as linked
by its DOI) on the ACM DL.
(2) Checking the link of repositories in
the paper, and inspecting the repository
page.
(3) Checking the appendix of the paper.

—

extra-exist Do all provided
research artifacts exist at the
location specified in the paper?
[47]

The page of the
external repository
or ACM DL
website

—
Checking their existence in the
supplementary materials and in the
URLs provided in the paper.

Papers that
meets the
extra criterion

extra-fair Do any of the
locations of provided research
artifacts satisfy the FAIR principle?
[47]

The page of the
external repository
or ACM DL
website

— Checking if the location
meets the FAIR Principles

Papers that
meets the
extra criterion

∗A blank cell indicates that the only location to inspect is the paper itself. A non-blank cell lists the specific locations. †A blank cell
indicates that the criterion is applicable to all empirical studies.

professionals or family members (vulnerable). Moreover, we considered part of papers with student participants as a
vulnerable population. It is common in HCI to recruit university students for experiments. However, when the study is
about learning context or happens in a classroom environment, there can likely be imbalanced power dynamics between
the participants (students) and researchers (teachers). Therefore, we decided to consider such cases as vulnerable
populations. In our review, we check if any additional ethical measures were reported to protect the well-being of the
concerned vulnerable population, other than following the general practices (e.g., irb, consent). An example of such a
measure is for study participants with limited consent capacity, researchers obtain written informed consent from their
legal representative or caregiver prior to the study, and the participant provides assent during the study.

2.4 Research Ethics for Animals

Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI) is an emerging field in HCI, with ACI papers appearing most frequently at the
International Conference on ACI. Nevertheless, CHI has included some of these in recent years. Although the risk of
experiments in the field of ACI is lower compared to other fields such as biology and medicine, it is important to be
mindful of animal welfare (animal). We used ARRIVE guidelines 2.0 for assessing animal ethics [16, Item 14].

Manuscript submitted to ACM
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3 PRACTICES RELATED TO OPENNESS

We review openness: a practice of sharing research reports, findings, and extra materials and making sure that such
materials are accessible to the public, free of charge [14, 41]. Openness is a recent movement, and many research
institutions and funding bodies advocate for it. Following open-access practices is essential for widespread accessibility
to expanding knowledge, as independent researchers and researchers from low-income countries can keep themselves
updated with recent scientific advances. Table 2 summarizes the criteria.

3.1 Open Publication

ACM provides open-access publication options for authors (i.e., gold open access) [4]. Thus, the readers can access the
papers without facing paywall barriers.1 To publish open-access, authors had to pay a fee, mostly by their institutions
or funding agencies. Nevertheless, this could be difficult for some researchers without such support. In our review, we
checked if the paper publishing was with either "Open Access" or "Public Access" label (paywall-acmdl).

Some papers may not be open access on the ACM DL platform, but researchers may make authors’ versions available
publicly (free-pdf-extern). They could use a personal or institution website, or paper sharing platforms such as
ResearchGate, HAL, or arXiv. ACM permits authors to post the “author’s version” of the paper on their homepage or
institutional websites [4]. This is called green open access. Indeed, green and gold open access complement each other
during transition periods [19]. On the other hand, ACM explicitly prohibits sharing on commercial social networking
websites such as ResearchGate [4] due to the potential for copyright infringement [22].We do not advocate the practice
of sharing papers on commercial social networking websites, but we assess this as an existing practice to understand
the level of accessibility via different platforms.

3.2 Sharing Supplementary Materials

Given the page limits in CHI papers,2 for transparent science, researchers would share extra research artifacts as
supplementary materials [7]. The most standard practice is using the ACM DL and submitting supplementary materials
besides the paper PDF. Another option for sharing is to use external platforms that promote data sharing on open and
collaborative frameworks, such as OSF or Zenodo. The last option is to use the appendix section at the end of the paper.
In this review, we checked if CHI authors used one of these practices for sharing research artifacts (extra).3

We also check if artifact sharing was properly implemented. Thus, we assess whether the content referred to or
promised by the authors was available (extra-exist) or if there was any missing data.

Finally, we assess if the archived research artifacts were publicly accessible (extra-fair). To this end, first, we check
if the used repositories are compatible with FAIR principles. FAIR principles refer to being Findable (i.e., by having
unique identifiers), Accessible (i.e., by not being locked), Interoperable (i.e., by providing ReadMe files to clarify the
structure), and Reusable (i.e., by providing metadata that can support readers to understand the data and reuse it) [47].
Platforms such as OSF or Zenodo are FAIR compatible, but some researchers might use incompatible platforms. For
example, they might use a personal website for sharing data. Another example of a non-compatible platform commonly
used among HCI researchers is GitHub. GitHub is not accessible because repositories are deletable and not findable

1Note that SIGCHI, through a dedicated website, allows readers to access the papers published in SIG-sponsored proceedings regardless of if the papers
are open access or not [3]. This system has been effective since 2014. Nevertheless, most researchers might not know about this website.
2Note that even though CHI 2022 has no strict page limits, authors are encouraged to be concise and that the number of papers should be proportional to
the contribution of each paper.
3extra criterion actually reflects the transparency aspect, but we included it here because it explains the denominator for the extra-exist and extra-fair
criteria. In the transparency subsection (see 4), there are criteria that are in finer granularity by type of research artifacts.
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because it lacks a unique and persistent identifier. The advantage of sharing on ACM DL is that it is FAIR compatible.
Where researchers should ensure interoperability and reusability, ACM DL does support findability and accessibility.4

Second, we check if the papers that use appendices were eventually free perpetually (i.e., labeled as “open” or “public”
on the ACM DL page of the paper). We checked this because if a paper is not publicly accessible, the readers that face a
paywall barrier cannot access its research artifacts. Papers that could satisfy either the first or the second condition
were labeled as “Yes.”

4 PRACTICES RELATED TO TRANSPARENCY

Transparency is one of the most important practices essential for replication and reproducibility. To ensure transparent
research, researchers can share the important elements of their study such as study materials, data collection and
analysis procedure, collected raw or processed data, and experimental artifacts such as software tested within the
study. The majority of the criteria related to transparency were informed based on the TOP Guidelines [29, 31] and
an earlier research artifact taxonomy Wacharamanotham et al. [43, Fig. 2]. Tables 3 and 4 summarized the criteria for
transparency.

4.1 Preregistration

This is the practice of registering a study design before data collection (ideally) or data analysis phases (prereg) [11, 31].
Preregistration usually requires submitting researchers’ plans and decisions concerning sample size, independent and
dependent variables, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and data analysis. The critical feature of preregistration is time
stamps which cannot change after registration. Preregistration is particularly important for confirmatory studies that do
hypothesis testing. In this case, they can help avoid HARKing (i.e., Hypothesising After the Results are Known) [11, 23].
Preregistration can even serve exploratory and qualitative research, where researchers can register their initial beliefs
and perceptions about their study [21] - potentially avoiding later biases. The most commonly used services for
preregistration are OSF registries and AsPredicted.

4.2 Sharing Study Materials

Researchers can share stimuli used or tested in the studies [43] (share-stimuli). Such stimuli can be visual or auditory
materials presented to participants to elicit their responses, such as storyboards used in surveys for scenario testing or
deck of cards used in participatory design. This criterion excludes interview questionnaires as explained next.

One of the commonly used metrics in HCI research is questionnaires or surveys. Questionnaires can be well-
established scales or questions designed or adopted by researchers for a specific context. The questionnaires can be
deployed either online (a.k.a surveys) or in the lab. Sharing questionnaires is important for replicability, as it allows
researchers to use identical questions in their replication study (share-survey) [43, taxonomy]. Given that some
researchers might use several questionnaires but only share a few, we labeled such cases as “partially.” We also counted
pre-study questionnaires such as demographic and screener questionnaires.

Interview protocol is a document that includes the list of questions asked during the interview, and it may include
instructions for probing questions and how to start or wrap up the interview. Sharing interview protocol (share-
interview-guide) can help understand how the qualitative responses are elicited [43, taxonomy]. This gesture is
important not for replication per se but also for cross-sectional studies to execute identical interviews with participants

4Note that even for papers without open access, ACM provides supplementary materials as freely accessible [2].
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Table 3. Criteria definition for transparency-related practices (Part 1)

code, criterion

[Justification]

Location(s) to

Inspect
∗

Filtering keyword

examples

Inspection notes Subset
†

prereg Was the study
preregistered?
[11, 31]

Paper, the page of
the preregistration
platform

preregister,
AsPredicted,
OSF Registries

Checking the link of
preregistration platform
in the paper, and
inspecting the page

—

share-stimuli Are study stimuli
(except survey questionnaires)
archived?
[43, taxonomy]

Appendix,
supplementary
materials

— Checking additional
materials

Paper with
human
participants

share-survey Are questionnaires
or surveys archived?
[43, taxonomy]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

questionnaire,
online survey,
post-test survey

Checking keywords in
the paper and searching for
additional materials

Papers that used
questionnaires
or surveys

share-interview-guide Is
interview guide archived?
[43, taxonomy]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

interview protocol,
interview questions,
interview guide

Checking keywords in
the paper and searching for
additional materials

Qualitative
papers that used
interviews

share-study-protocol Is
the study protocol
archived?
[33, Publicly Accessible Study Protocol]

Appendix,
supplementary
materials

experiment protocol,
procedure, checklist

Checking keywords in
the paper and searching for
additional materials

—

justify-n-qal Was the
sample size justified
(qualitative studies)?
[8]

—
saturation,
sample size,
theoretical sampling

— Qualitative or
mixed papers

justify-n-qanWas the
sample size justified
(quantitative studies)?
[26, 34]

—
power analysis,
sample size,
G*power

— Quantitative
or mixed papers

demographics Was the
demographic information of
the participants described?
[18]

—
background,
characteristics,
demographic

—
Paper with
human
participants

condition-assignment

Did the study properly
explain study design
(e.g., grouping, IDVs)?
[42, section 6.3]

—
between-subject,
independent variable,
condition

—
Quantitative
or mixed papers
(with experiments)

∗A blank cell indicates that the only location to inspect is the paper itself. A non-blank cell lists the specific locations. †A blank cell
indicates that the criterion is applicable to all empirical studies.

from different ethnicities, races, and communities to better understand the similarities and differences. Not necessarily
all qualitative studies have interviews. Many researchers report anecdotes from conversation analysis, ethnographic
studies, etc. We considered structured, semi-structured, and non-structured interviews.

Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Researchers usually report their experimental procedure in the method sections of their paper. While such a narrative
can help to understand the procedure, it might omit some necessary details for replication [33]. Sharing study protocol—
written before data collection—improves the credibility of research, and it facilitated replication as it includes fine-grained
study details. Also, it might also be helpful to compare it to the published paper to identify reporting biases [33]. Thus,
we searched for any detailed instructions, such as a checklist document that explains all practical steps in a very detailed
approach that can help to replicate the experiment (share-study-protocol). We labeled the criterion as ‘Yes’ if it
provides a complete and detailed explanation, “partially” if it shares only part of the procedure.

4.3 Practices related to Participants

Justifying sample size before a study occurs is a well-known practice that explains how much the findings collected
with a given sample size can be generalizable. The practice is more solid for quantitative research (justify-n-qan) as
researchers can conduct power analysis and calculate the minimum required sample size to acquire significant findings
with a specific level of power and acceptable effect size [26, 34]. Support for these processes can come from software
such as G*Power and other innovations for sample size computation [46]. For qualitative research (justify-n-qal),
the most common justification for sample size is saturation [8] where researchers recruit participants until they reach
saturation in their qualitative analysis (i.e., participants are no longer revealing new discussion topics). The second most
common approach is to rely on previous studies, with researchers referring to a previous article. Lastly, the researchers
might mention practical limitations or logistics.

To be able to replicate a user study, it is essential to know its participants’ characteristics (demographics) [18].
Recruiting participants of different ages, gender, sexual orientations, ethnicities, and socioeconomic statuses can cause
substantial changes in the replication study results compared with the original one. Thus, sharing participant information
is necessary to be as transparent as possible. At the same time, there is no standard on the extent of explanation there
should be for participants’ details. While some researchers can use supplementary materials and provide fine-grained
information about their participants, they must be mindful of ethical restrictions (e.g., sharing personally identifiable
information about their participants). Even in some cases where participants are anonymized, providing their background
information can help others to infer their identities, particularly if they are from low-population communities and
possess rare background characteristics.

4.4 Study Design

The next family of criteria is related to study design (condition-assignment). For reproducibility, It is essential
to describe the experimental design, such as the number of experimental conditions, within-subject, between-subject
design, or mixed design. In particular, for quantitative studies, it is necessary to clearly explain independent and
dependent variables [42, section 6.3].

4.5 Data Analysis

Sharing data analysis procedures is a critical step to support reproducing the analysis (share-analysis-code) [43,
taxonomy][31]. We assessed if CHI authors reported and shared the analysis process and if shared any script. For
qualitative studies, we were interested to see if CHI authors reported the approach they use to analyze their qualitative
data (specify-qal-analysis) such as grounded theory, thematic analysis, or in vivo coding. We checked if CHI
authors mentioned the name of the approach and if they explained the procedure, even briefly.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Table 4. Criteria definition for transparency-related practices (Part 2)

code, criterion

[Justification]

Location(s) to

Inspect
∗

Filtering keyword

examples

Inspection notes Subset
†

specify-qal-analysis Is
qualitative data analysis
approach named or
explicitly described?
[43, taxonomy][31]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

grounded theory,
open coding,
thematic analysis

— Qualitative
or mixed papers

share-analysis-code Is
quantitative data
analysis code shared?
[43, taxonomy][31]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

R script, SPSS code — Quantitative
or mixed papers

qal-data-raw Is raw
qualitative data shared?
[43, taxonomy][31]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

interview transcripts,
observatory field
notes, diary entries

— Qualitative
or mixed papers

qal-data-processed Is
processed qualitative
data shared?
[43, taxonomy][31]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

codebook — Qualitative
or mixed papers

qan-data-raw Is raw
quantitative data shared?
[43, taxonomy][31]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

raw data, log,
timestamp

In addition to checking
the paper, inspect data
to see if it is raw
or processed

Quantitative
or mixed papers

qan-data-processed Is
processed quantitative
data shared?
[43, taxonomy][31]

Paper, Appendix,
supplementary
materials

processed data,
anonymized data,
dataset

In addition to checking
the paper, inspect data
to see if it is raw
or processed

Quantitative
or mixed papers

share-software Is the
source code of the
software shared?
[43, taxonomy]

Supplementary
materials

source code,
prototype,
Docker

—
Papers with
artifact as one of
the contribution

share-hardware Is the
code of the
hardware shared?
[43, taxonomy]

Supplementary
materials

blueprint,
3D design,
open hardware

—
Papers with
artifact as one of
the contribution

share-sketch Is any
hand-drawn sketch
shared?

Supplementary
materials

sketch,
drawing,
mental model

— —

∗A blank cell indicates that the only location to inspect is the paper itself. A non-blank cell lists the specific locations. †A blank cell
indicates that the criterion is applicable to all empirical studies.

4.6 Data Sharing

The next series of practices are related to data sharing. We assessed data sharing practices for both qualitative and
quantitative studies. We also checked if the shared material was raw or processed data [43, taxonomy][31]. We first
checked if papers with qualitative studies shared any raw data such as interview transcripts, interview notes, or
observatory field notes (qal-data-raw). It can also be known as selective data, as the collection is at the researchers’
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discretion. The necessity of sharing such material is under debate by qualitative researchers [40], and it might have
ethical implications for participants [17]. Next, among papers with qualitative studies, we searched if they shared their
codebook or any document that shows annotations on qualitative data and the categorization of topics, known as themes
(qal-data-processed). We searched supplementary materials of quantitative studies to find raw quantitative data
(qan-data-raw). Such data could be non-selective data, such as log data collected through software/tools without the
researchers’ active involvement has been mentioned. Finally, we searched supplementary materials of quantitative
studies to find processed and selective quantitative data (qan-data-processed). We did not consider sharing
quantitative results (i.e., aggregated data) as processed quantitative data sharing.

4.7 Sharing Artifacts

The following criteria are related to sharing research and experimental artifacts, including software, hardware, and
sketch [43, taxonomy]. Hardware and software can be either an artifact built to be tested in a user study or made as the
study’s outcome. We checked if papers shared the source code of the software they developed (share-software). We
searched among supplementary materials to see if shared hardware code or schematics (share-hardware). Lastly,
we checked if papers shared any hand-drawn sketches (share-sketch). These can be, for example, sketches drawn
during a participatory design or participants’ mental models, and participants or researchers can draw them.

5 PRACTICES RELATED TO REPORTING

Recently many guidelines have emerged on properly reporting scientific studies (e.g., [37]). We recognized several
criteria for reporting findings of HCI studies. Most of our criteria are related to reporting quantitative data, while
one is about reporting qualitative data. For quantitative criteria, we assessed if the CHI authors properly used and
reported the statistical tests. We classified the statistical analysis into four categories [24]: frequentist hypothesis test,
frequentist estimation with uncertainty, Bayesian hypothesis test, and Bayesian estimation with uncertainty.5 The
reporting criteria are listed in Tables 5 and 6.

5.1 Reporting Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) Results

We checked if papers reported a central tendency of data (e.g., mean, median, or mode) and its variability (e.g., standard
deviation, standard error, quartiles, min/max) [13, see Guideline 5-6][27]. We checked this criterion (stat-descriptive)
separately for non-categorical and categorical variables. In contrast, the standard reporting approach for categorical
variables is reporting count, frequency, or proportion without a variability measure. Presenting the central tendency
and variability of data in each group (or condition) allows the readers to judge the simple effect size (if not reported).
These group statistics also enable future meta-analysis (whereas reporting only statistical tests will not).

We checked if CHI authors clearly described the tests that they used (stat-clear-procedure) [13, Guideline 3].
A clear description of the method is necessary for reproducing the analysis with the same raw data. It also allows
subsequent studies to use the results in their planning and comparison.

Next, we assessed if CHI authors checked and reported the distribution of the data before deciding to run a parametric
or non-parametric test (stat-normality) [5, 9, 27]. Reporting the assessment of statistical assumptions allows readers
to determine whether the chosen statistical approach is suitable. We also checked if CHI authors used any statistical

5Given that none of the articles in our sample uses Bayesian statistics, we omitted the instructions for Bayesian statistics—which could have been drawn
from a section in the SAMPL guideline from the field of medicine [27].
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Table 5. Criteria definition for practices related to transparency in reporting (Part 1)

code, criterion

[Justification]

Filtering keyword

examples

Inspection notes Subset

stat-descriptive (central tendency)

For each key dependent variable on the
interval or ratio scale, were their sample
central tendency reported?
[13, see Guideline 5-6][27]

mean, average, M —
Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-descriptive (variability)

For each key dependent variable
was their sample variability reported?
[13, see Guideline 5-6][27]

SD, SE, quartile —
Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-descriptive (categorical data)

Were their sample reported for
each key dependent variable on the
normal or ordinal scale?
[13, see Guideline 5-6][27]

median, mod, N —
Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-clear-procedure Is the
statistical procedure for data
analysis clearly named?
[13, Guideline 3]

ANOVA,
Mann-Whitney,
Chi-square test

—
Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-normality When the normality
assumption is required by the statistical
procedure, was the assumption assessed?
[5, 9, 27, 42]

Normality,
parametric,
Shapiro-Wilk

—
Papers that use statistical
tests that require this
assumption

stat-other-assumptionsWhen the
statistical procedure requires additional
assumptions, were they assessed?
[9, section 4.2] [27, 42]

homogeneity of variance,
sphericity, multicollinearity
assumption

—
Papers that use statistical
tests that require this
assumption

assumptions for frequentist statistics (stat-other-assumptions). The most common statistical assumptions are
homogeneity of variance or sphericity, used for t-test and ANOVA.

We checked if CHI authors reported the main values necessary for reporting each test (stat-parameters). We
considered the degree of freedom, the test value (e.g., 𝑡-value, 𝐹 -value), and the 𝑝-value, as essential elements for readers
to determine the statistical validity of a report [27]. The degree of freedom indicates the number of data points (i.e.,
the number of independent observations), and it can be used to infer the sample size if the test type is known [42].
Given that the same statistics using known 𝑡 or 𝐹 values will not yield a unique 𝑝-value, the degree of freedom is a
necessary parameter for determining the statistical distribution from which the p-value is drawn. The degree of freedom
is not necessarily equal to the number of participants. For example, in an experiment where each participant performs
multiple repetitions of the same conditions, the analyst could choose to model each repetition individually or use the
average of the values from each participant. Choosing the latter will result in a smaller degree of freedom [27]. 𝑝-values
are the main indicator of statistical significance and they should be reported either precisely [13] or with the level of
significance (e.g., 𝑝 < .05, 𝑝 < .01, 𝑝 < .001) [6].

Where the aforementioned variables are essential for reporting, reporting further values such as effect size and
confidence interval is appropriate and can allow readers to make a richer interpretation of the results. Reporting effect
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Table 6. Criteria definition for practices related to transparency in reporting (Part 2)

code, criterion

[Justification]

Filtering keyword

examples

Inspection notes Subset

stat-parameters (𝑑𝑓 ) Were degree of
freedom reported?
[27, 42]

—

Check the reported
test results,
for example,
for 𝑡 (15) = 2.20
degrees of freedom = 15

Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-parameters (test value)Were
the test statistic and all test parameters
reported? (e.g., 𝐹 -value)
[27, 42]

—

Check the reported
test results,
for example,
for 𝑡 (15) = 2.20
Test statistic: 2.20

Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-parameters (𝑝-value) Were
𝑝-value reported?
[27, 42]

— Check the reported
𝑝-values in text and tables

Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-effect-size For the effects that
were tested, were effect sizes reported?
[27, 42, 50]

Effect size, partial [2,
Cohen’s 𝑑 —

Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

stat-ci For the effects that were tested,
were their confidence intervals reported?
[13, 42]

95% CI, confidence
interval, bootstrapped CI —

Quantitative or mixed
papers with frequentist
statistics

estimates-intervalWere interval
estimates reported?
[15, Tips 15 & 18]

95% CI, confidence
interval —

Quantitative or mixed
papers with estimation
statistics

estimates-vis-uncertainty Was the
uncertainty of the effect visualized?
[15, Tip 16]

—

Checking result
figures if
uncertainty was
plotted using
confidence interval

Quantitative or mixed
papers with estimation
statistics

qal-interview-report Did the study
properly report themes and quotes?
[28, section 8.10.4]

quotes, themes,
categories

Irrespective of
the keywords,
carefully inspecting
the results section

Qualitative or mixed
papers that used
interviews

size (stat-effect-size) is important as it helps readers to understand the difference between groups and to understand
if the significant finding is practical (i.e., large effect size) [27, 50]. Based on the type of test, reporting effect size can
occur in different ways. For example, where specific measures such as Pearson 𝑟 in a correlation test, 𝑟2 in a regression
test, [2𝑝 in ANOVA can indicate effect size, the effect size can also be computed in a more general manner such as using
Cohen’s 𝑑 . Confidence intervals are a way of reporting the degree of uncertainty for the findings (stat-ci) [13]. For
instance, 95% CIs are the upper and lower range that a population parameter will fall with 95% probability. Confidence
intervals allow readers to make richer interpretations beyond the dichotomous (significant or not). The upper or lower
bound can be interpreted separately based on the research question. The best practice is to report p-values, 95% CIs,
and effect size together.
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5.2 Reporting Estimation Results

The next two criteria are for the articles that use estimation statistics. We extracted these criteria according to guidelines
provided by Dragicevic [15] for estimation statistics. First, we checked reporting Interval Estimates for inferences
(estimates-interval). Applicable intervals could be the confidence intervals or Bayesian credible interval or
predictive interval. To meet this criterion, the interval must lend itself for inference. For example, consider a between-
subject experiment that compares two conditions. The confidence interval of the mean difference can be directly used
for inference. Alternatively, the confidence interval of samples are indirectly applicable using the overlap rule [12].
However, if this experiment is within-subjects, the overlap rule no longer applies. Therefore, only the confidence
interval of the difference could be used for inference. Lastly, the common interval level is 95%. Other levels such 90% or
99% are acceptable only if justified [15].

The use of figures is encouraged rather than making textual reports. Dragicevic [15] described the best practices for
confidence intervals. Thus, we checked if the papers used any graphics to visualize their estimates (estimates-vis-
uncertainty).

5.3 Reporting Interview Results

This criterion (qal-interview-report) assesses whether the qualitative results from interviews were analyzed
and reported. Papers that meet this criterion at least report a summary of the findings into topics or themes. We focus
only on interviews because they are prevalent and frequently used with other data collection methods. Researchers
might omit interview results when other data are more salient or cherry-pick a few quote to report. Although these
characteristics could have been applied to results from open questions in surveys, we decided not to include them in
this criterion. The non-interactive nature of surveys do not guarantee adequately rich data for researchers to analyze.
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